
Andhra Pradesh GrameenaVikas Bank 
Head Office: Warangal 

 
Recruitment of Officer Scale I-2014-15 

 
Wait List 

 
With reference to the Common Written Examination conducted by IBPS in Sept - 
Oct 2014 and subsequent Interviews conducted by our bank from 26th August to 
03rd September, 2015 on various dates at our Ashok Nagar Regional Office, 
Beeramguda, Hyderabad, we attach Wait List of candidates for appointment as 
Officer Scale - I. The candidates are advised to report on 17th October 2015 at 
10.00 am at our Head Office, Opp. Life line hospital, Ramnagar, 
Hanamkonda, Warangal for final verification of certificates in original.  
 
It is to be noted, that the candidates would be given postings to various 
branches spread in our area of operation i.e in Telangana and Andhra 
Pradesh basing on the requirement of staff at the branches and no requests 
for choice postings will be entertained.  
 
You are advised to come prepared with all bag and baggage for reporting at the 
branches immediately.  
 
(a) We have placed a Medical Report format on our website, to be submitted 
by the candidates duly certified by Government Civil Surgeon / Asst. Civil 
Surgeon. They may undergo Medical tests at the Diagnostic centres, referred 
by the Civil Surgeon / Asst. Civil Surgeon at their places. 
 
Female candidates while undergoing medical tests, if Pregnancy is detected; 
they are to be found TEMPORARILY UNFIT by the Civil Surgeon. Such 
candidates will be considered for Appointment after delivery and on 
production of a ‘Fitness certificate’ from the Civil Surgeon. The posts will be 
kept as vacant and unfilled till such time. (To avail this facility, the pregnant 
candidates have to give a request letter in writing along with the Medical 
certificate from the Surgeon and obtain permission from the Competent 
Authority).  
 
 



(b) We have also placed a format of Affidavit to be submitted duly filled in 
and notarised by a Notary, by the candidates.  
 
(c) We have also placed a ‘Revised Bio-data cum attestation’ form which is to 
be downloaded, filled and submitted in duplicate by the candidates at the time 
of reporting along with two sets of attested copies of educational qualification 
certificates and study certificates. This is Important. 
 
The candidates should invariably bring the above three Reports / documents 
along with their original educational qualification certificates, Caste 
Certificate Offer of Appointment letter and all the Medical test reports 
(Complete Blood picture including Blood grouping, HIV, urine culture, ECG, 
X-Ray, Eye & ear tests etc.,) and four passport size photographs when they 
report on 17.10.2015. 
 
The candidates, who are already employed elsewhere, have to produce the 
Resignation acceptance letter from their existing employer. 
 
Every candidate has to execute a bond agreeing to pay to the Bank a sum of
1,50,000/- (Rupees One lakh fifty thousand only), in the event of his/her 
leaving the Bank’s job before confirmation. This will be in addition to the 
provisions of Regulation 10 of Andhra Pradesh Grameena Vikas Bank 
(Officers and Employees’) Service Regulations-2010. 
 
Further, if any candidate fails to submit any certificate / document at the time 
of interview, they are now advised to submit the same without which, they 
cannot be considered for appointment.  
 
 
GENERAL MANAGER - I 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Recruitment of Officer Scale I -2014-15  
 

Wait List 
 
 

S No ROLL NO NAME CATEGORY 

1 1161131546 GARLANKALA V V RAMANA GENERAL 

2 1141131815 VENU GOPAL THOTA GENERAL 

3 1141133151 PAVAN NAGA KUMAR KOPPULA GENERAL 

4 1161132302 VEERA VENKATA RAO UMMIDI GENERAL 

5 3421134991 CH SATISH GENERAL 

6 1271091170 GOGADA DIVYA BHARATHI OBC 

7 2831091725 MEKALA RAMAKRISHNA OBC 

8 1181091167 GANJIKUNTA NAGARJUNA OBC 

9 2811097297 PUNITH TOKALA OBC 

10 1271090319 JUTTADA VASU OBC 

11 1181094894 RAVULA SANTOSH KUMAR OBC 

12 1111090592 DAMPETLA HAREESH KUMAR OBC 

13 2811097556 ASHALA PREMKUMAR OBC 

14 1181094776 RAJESH SIRIPURAPU OBC 

15 1181095631 YEGIREDDI HARISH KUMAR OBC 

16 1221093808 CHANDAKA SURESH OBC 

17 1141015239 RAVI KUMAR LINGALA SC 

18 1181012794 SRIKANTH CHAVALI SC 

19 1181015356 LELLAPALLI BALAJI SC 

20 1201010329 PUNURI SUSEEL VAMSY SC 

21 3411055966 SABAVATH BHASKER ST 
 


